We propose a new method to perform the separation of two sound sources from a single sensor. This method generalizes the Wiener filtering with locally stationary, non gaussian, parametric source models. The method involves a learning phase for which we propose three different algorithm. In the separation phase, we use a sparse non negative decomposition algorithm of our own. The algorithms are evaluated on the separation of real audio data.
INTRODUCTION
We propose a new method to perform the separation of two sound sources from a single sensor. That is to say, we observe x ( t ) = SI ( t ) + s2 ( t ) and we want to estimate s1 ( t ) and s z ( t ) .
If SI and s2 are stationary gaussian, the optimal estimates are given by Wiener filtering, which splits each frequency component of x into a contribution of each source by relying on their respective power spectral densities (PSD) [ 11 : where 3 is the Fourier transform. Here, we are interested in the larger class of locally stationary (non gaussianj sources and we try to generalize the Wiener filtering. We naturally work with the short term Fou- rier transform (STFTj denoted by S.
A simple parametric model of a locally stationary source is
si(t) = ai(t) x b;(t)
where a;(t) 2 0 is the amplitude parameter and b i ( t ) is a stationary gaussian process with PSD u:(f), with i = 1,2.
The amplitude parameter is supposed here to he slowly varying compared to the length of the window that is used in the STFT, that is: Ss;(f, t ) 5 a;(t) x S b i ( f , t ) .
If we are able to estimate al(t) and az(t), the Wiener filtering becomes [2] For independent sources, we may estimate the parameters a;(t)using theformulalSa(f,t)12 5 al(t)u:(f)+az(t)ui(f). This simple model is a hit crude to describe real audio sources, which may present different timbres or pitches corresponding to different spectral shapes at different times. Therefore, we propose the following generalized model:
where bk(t) is a stationary gaussian process with spectral shapes corresponding to the PSD u:(f).K1, K2 are index sets with K1 n Kz = 0. the a k ( t ) are slowly varying amplitude parameters. We summarize below the general framework of our study 
Additive mixture based algorithm
We use the algorithm for the learning of additive representation exposed in [3] which can he justified in a Bayesian formalism [4] .
Algorithm 3
Repeat until convergence 1: Compute the parameters ak(t) for a given PSD set {u:(f)}k,~ and for given data samples s ( t l ) , . . . , s ( t N ) , with any sparse, non negative, decomposition algorithm. 
d(t)Ca,(t)er(t)+ai(t) -a , ( t )
m, representative of the spectra ISs(t, f)I2 of this source.
As the PSD . : ( I ) are only defined up to multiplicative constant, we will suppose that Jui(f)df = 1
We use here the notation gt(f) =
malized spectral vectors of the training signal s(t).
'ss(t,f"2 for the nor-J ls4t,t)ladf
Randomized algorithm
We give here a basic way to extract the PSD vectors:
Choose randomly m time indexes: t l , t z , . . . , t , and use the "local mean" of gta ( f ) as a PSD. 
Correlation based algorithm
The present method uses a correlation measure r(gt,, gtj ) in order to group similar spectral vectors gt( f ) . 
as a function of the class k. We use then the following formula
The different algorithms above will he compared in section 4. We now study a method for the decomposition of a spectral vector lSz(t,f)I2 on a PSD set (as needed at step 2 in the general framework).
SPARSE, NON NEGATIVE DECOMPOSITION METHOD
In this section, we look for a decomposition algorithm 2:
We optimize the following criterion
f is a penalty function of the form: f (a) = y xi ay with a _< 1, y being a sparsity parameter. In the context of unconstrained optimization, this penalty function leads to sparse solutions [5] , that is to say solutions with few non zero coefficients ai. 
[ T I
This remark leads to an iterative scheme formulation Suppose that we are given an estimate (a('), A(')) of the optimal solution of ( I ) . Then, we may improve the estimate VI -614 by replacing G(a, A) with G('+') = G(a('), A(')) and minimize the Lagrange functional which is now a quadratic farm of a.
We get a new estimate: a('+') = [CTC + G('+')]-' C T z
As we have aL(a, ,!)/axi = -a, and Xi must be positive, we use the following gradient ascent method (Uzawa algorithm, [6] ).
vl is the learning rate.at step 1.
Thus we get the folldwing iterative algorithm
Remains the evaluation of the Lagrange multipliers A?+')
Evaluation criteria
In the experiments, we have the original sources SI and s2 and their estimates 81 and &.
Let us use the projection of the estimated sources over the vector space spanned by the real sources.
We may write 81 = alsl + a252 + n1 and 82 = Plsl + P 2 5 2 +nz. Then we define the source to interference ratio (SIR) and the source to artefact ratio (SAR) (in dB) 2: repeat until convergence (step 1 + 1) 
Experimental protocol
We have tested the proposed general framework for a mixture of two audio sources: an audio excerpt from the first "suite" for cello by J.S. Bach (51) and an audio excerpt from an African drums piece by Saint Pierre ( 4 . The pieces are sampled at 1 1 kHz and we use a window of length 512 samples (= 47ms), for the STFT. Note that the sources are decorrelated (i.e #$# = 0.006).
We use the one minute of both excerpts as training parts (learning the PSD sets), and the next 15 seconds of both sources are added to form the mixture, in which the sources will be estimated.
The SIR is a way to measure of the residual of the other source in the estimation of each source, whereas SAR score is an estimate of the amount of distortion in each estimated signal.
Evaluation
We evaluate the scores with varying numbers of PSD vectors (Card(&), i = 1,2) for each source, between 5 and 30. In tables 1 and 2, we have the same number of PSD patterns for the two sources. The figures are the SIR and the SAR for both estimated sources.
Note that we have used y = a = 1 for the sparsity parameters in the decomposition method. Indeed, in the experiments, the sparsity is already enforced by the low number of vectors.
The SAR are globally lower than the SIR. This may be intrinsic to the Wiener filtering method, as we do not estimate the exact phases of both source, but take the one of the mixture in both cases. This is may he a limitation of the source model, which is phase independent.
We can also note that both algorithms 2 and 3 (correlationbased and mixture-based) perform better than the plain randomized algorithm. Note the scores for the randomized algorithm have been averaged over 80 runs.
In tables 1 and 2, the ratios for the drum source get better, as the number of PSD vectors increases, whereas they get worse for the cello source. Therefore, we have taken, in the other two tables, 5 PSD vectors for the cello and 15, 20 or 30 PSD vectors for the drums.
The best scores are obtained by the second algorithm (correlationbased) with 15 PSD vectors for the drums. Note that the ratios of the standard Wiener filtering are 11.1 (cello), 11.4
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(drums) for the SIR, and 6.8 for both SAR. This suggests that there is an optimal dimensionality of PSD set for each of the sources, in the separation context. This is revealed by the ratio values with varying number of PSD vectors. Consequently, the sparsity criterion may be further elaborated. The scores would seemingly be increased if we could use a criterion on the exact number of active components in the decomposition method in step 2 of the general framework. 30 I 5.8
CONCLUSION
We have proposed a new method for separation of two sound sources from a single sensor. This is a generalization of the Wiener filtering with locally stationary, non gaussian, parametric source models. We have studied three algorithms for the leaning phase and we provide a sparse non negative representation algorithm for the separation phase. On the tests on real data, the method gives very relevant results.
